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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

1. 1 OPERATING PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

The Cleveland IMPACT Cities Program is an intensive planning and action 

effort designed to reduce the incidence of stranger-to- stranger crime* 

and burglary in the City by five percent in two years and 20 percent in 

five years. Underlying the IMPACT program is the basic assumption that 

specific crimes and the people who commit them constitute the problem 

to be addressed. As a consequence, program and project development 

has been based upon an analysis of local crime, offender background, 

,rictimization, demographic, and environmental data within specific target 

areas of the City. Application of this approach resulted in a program 

structure containing five major Operating Programs: Addiction Treatment; 

Em.ployment; Diversion and Rehabilitation; Deterrence, Detection, and 

Apprehension; and Adjudication. 

Figure 1-1 depicts the hierarchical program structure and indicate s the 

projects \vhich are operational. The figure also shows the various projects 

as they relate to the Perfonuance Management System structure of the 

ultim.ate goal, four sublevel goals, five Operating Programs, and 35 

projects. The PMS structure was developed to permit reliable and accu-

rate evaluative measurerr .. ent of program/project effectiveness and efficiency 

:;;Stranger-to-strangcr crim.es ar;; homicides, rapes, aggravated assaults, 
and robberies, as defined by the FBI's Uniform Crime Reporting standards, 
when such crimes do not occur among relatives, friends, or persons well 
known to each other. 
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with reference to the ultimate goal, the sublevel program goals, and 

specific project objectives. All of these measures and objectives were 

set forth in detail in the Cleveland IMPACT Cities Program EVALUATION 

COMPONENT, a technical document published in June 1973. 

The Diversion and Rehabilitation Operating Program was established to 

minimize the desire to commit crime among key groups within the overall 

IMPACT target population, specifically pre-delinquent and delinquent 

youths~~ and adjudicated offender s. The overall measure of succes sful 

performance of this Operating Program is a reduction in the number of 

juvenile and adult fir st offender s and recidivists. *~:~ 

The structure of the Diversion and Rehabilitation Operating Program is 

complex insofar as the 16 projects, currently funded and operational 

~:~For example, the IMPACT 1vlASTER PLAN noted that lIaccording to the 
FBI Uniform Crime Report statistics, almost half of the serious crimes 
are committed by juveniles. In Cleveland, 57 percent of the IMPACT 
target crimes of robbery and burglary are cornmitted by n"lales under the 
age of 20. II See IMPACT PROGRAM MASTER PLAN - 1972, p. 5-6, 
Office of the Mayor, ilvlPACT Anti-Crime Program (1972), 

:.~* According to the definition of the Nat:ional Adv~sory Commis sion on 
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, II recidivism is measured by 
(1) criminal acts that resulted in conviction by a court, when committed 
by individuals who are under correctional supervision or who have been 
released from correctional supervision within the previous three years, 
and by (2) technical violations of probation or parole in which a sentencing 
or paroling authority took action that resulted in an adverse change in 
the offender l s legal status. II See National Advisory Commission on Crim
inal Justice Standards and Goals, REPORT ON CORRECTIONS, p. 513, 
Washington: GPO (1973). INhere practicable, this definition of recidivism 
will be used to measure the performance of Diversion and Rehabilitation 
Operating Program projects. However, inherent data limitations with res
pect to cel·tain projects may require substitution of a less restrictive defi
nition such as I'rearrest recidivism ll without cOlupletc information concerning 
subs equent longitud inal judicial and correctional dispos itio ns. 
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under it, were planned and implemented to respond to a wide variety of 

social problems and needs, ranging from p:ojects designed to better 

utilize Cleveland 1 s educational and recreational facilities to projects 

designed to focus on the behavior of individual offenders attempting to 

reintegrate themselves into local communities during the post-release 

phases of correctional sanction. This multi-faceted approach to the mini-

mizatiol1 of the desire to commit crime imposes special constraints upon 

IMPACT Program evaluators attempting to apply the full rigor of the 

Performance Management System (PMS) to the Diversion and Rehabili-

l. tation Operating Program. 

r .~ 

As a planning and evaluation tool, PMS is a method designed to permit 

quantitative and qualitative ,1;,easurement of program effectiveness in 

terms of a hierarchy of explicitly defined goals and objectives. The 

initial steps in applying the PMS methodology involve definition of an 

ultimate program goal (which for IMPACT is the reduction of stranger-

to-stranger crime and burglary by five percent in two years, and 20 

percent in five years) and then !!unpacking'! the overall goal in a series 

of measurable sublevel program goals (such as the minimization of the 

desire to commit crime), Operating Program objectives, eventually down 

to the level of project-sp'ecific accomplishments. Because the IMPACT' 

goal-setting concept under PMS was intended to be crime-specific, the 

IMPA CT Planning and Evaluation staff as sumed that each IMPACT 

Operating Program and project would contribute, however directly or 
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indirectly, to the overall goal of IMPAC T crime reduction over (initially) 

a two-year period. 

For some time, there has been a major concern that the ftU1damental 

as sumptions underpinning evaluation of the Diversion and Rehabilitation 

Operating Program are not fully susceptible to the rigor of the PMS crime-

specific program structure. The nature and scope of the Operating Prograln 

require a data base supported by sophisticated data collection schemes 

and data analysis routines. For example, all of the projects, at the time 

they were initially planned, were predicated on the assumption that base-

line data would be available against which to compare project performance 

data. The comparison of the baseline and project data were intended as 

the basis for evaluative assessments of individual project effectiveness 

and efficiency. Over a year of operational experience has shown that while 

project data can be collected, often on an offender-specific, time-specific, 

and area-specific basis, commensurable baselines were impossible to 

develop for detailed evaluation of Diversion. and Rehabilitation projects. 

Either the criminal justice and IMPACT implementing agencies, as part 

of their routine reporting procedures, riid not g;;:.ther such statistical 

breakdowns prior to the inception of IMPACT funding, or the projects 

themselves r-.;prcsented new institutional creations with no previous 

experience because they were innovative. The consequence has been 

that evaluation of several Diversion and Rehabilitation projects has been 
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I·· 
very restricted in terms of commensurable "before" and" after" data 

comparisons. This problem is compounded by the inherently long-term 

'nature of many of the projects. The performance results of these projects 

are not easily measured within two year s' time, particularly where client-

specific follow-up studies should be undertaken, after IMPACT's action 

funding has terminated, to determine the extent of project effectiveness. 

This is not to say, however, that meaningful evaluations of Diversion and 

Rehabilitation projects are impossible. Federal experience in the manage-

ment of large-scale social programs has demonstrated that evaluative 

rigor is possible if individual projects are evaluated according to the 

Management by Objective (MBO) approach. MBO is less ambitious than 
I 

PMS as a management tool. MBO merely insists that each IMPACT 

implementing agency define its objectives in terms of measurable accom-

plislunents and then monitor the project to insure that the agency indeed 

acco.m.plished its objectives. MBO does not demand analysis of project 

alternatives to determine which one might meet agency objectives most 

effectively and efficiently. ~:~ It does, however, require rigorous moni-

toring of stated objectives. The performance analysis which follows 

employs both the PMS and MBO approaches, whichever is applicable to 

the available data. 

This evaluation report concerns only one Diversion and Rehabilitation 

project among 16, the Comprehensive Corrections Unit (CCU) Project. 

>',:For a detailed discussion of MBO, see Havemann, Joel, "Administrative 
Report/OMB Begins Major Program to Identify and Attain Presidential 
Goals," NATIONAL JOURNAL (June 2, 1973); and Brady, Rodney H., 
liMBO Goes to 'Work in the PLlblic Sector, [' HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW 
( Ma r ch - Apr il 197 3) • 
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The scope of the evaluation covers the first year of IMPACT funding 

through December 31, 1973. The grant was awarded on February 15, 

1973, at which time funding became retroactive to the beginning of the 

year. 

1. 2 PROJECT OVERVIEW 

The basic obj ective of the CCU project was to improve the rehabilitative 

supportive services within the institutional setting of the Cleveland House 

of Correction. The basis for this objective was that for those offenders 

who required the more controlled setting of a minimal security institution 

and hence could not be placed in a conununity-based correctional setting, 

rehabilitative efforts were inadequate, producing low rehabilitative poten-
• I 

tials. Subsequently, the principal hypothesis of the project was that if 

improved rehabilitative services were provided within the institution to 

facilitate the successful reintegration of the offender into the community, 

then the incidence of criminal offenses cornmitted by the target population 

would be reduced. 

The project anticipated to serve approximately I, SOO inmates in a six-

.month period with a static clientele of 300 inmates, based on previous 

data concerning the House of Correction's population. Although the 

majority of individuals adm.itted to the House of Correction were last 

sentenced for misdemeanor offenses, many of the inmates had previously 

committed serious felo nie s. Other cha:t"acteristics of the project's tar-

get population include; 
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.. "poor employment stability" and unskilled employment 

capabilitie s, 

f} "moderate to high language skill deficiencies," 

., alcohol and/or drug abuse or addiction records, and 

• low level of ability to cope with social and economic problems. 

To achieve its main objective, the CCU project essentially was to improve 

the need assessment capabilities and treatment modalities of the institution, , 

principally through staff supplements. Hence, the proj'ect was to focus on a 

prompt identification of the problem, and subsequently, strive to induce posi-

tive behavioral changes for positive rehabilitative results. Thereafter, the 

project was to initiate or maintain follow-up and referrals to existing re-

, 
habilitative community reSOLlrces to facilitate minimal disruptive transitions 

from the institution to re-entry. The project' s activities and services and 

the corresponding objectives to be accomplished are presented on Table 1-1. 

During the course of the funding year, the project encoWltered many diffi-

culties in the implementation of its proposed activities due to personnel 

problems. Limited active staff supervision during the initial months of 

funding hindered the implementation of CCUI s operations. Although a 

Project Director was installed in July 1973, there were continued per-

sonnel problems with respec~ to the performance of staff Job functions 

which restricted the full implementation of certain activities dLlring the 

remainder of the year. Personnel shortages~~ during "the entire funding 

~~The hiring procedures resulted in many needed project staff positions re
maining open during the year. 
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TABLE 1-1 

COMPREHENSIVE CORRECTIONS UNIT PROJECT 

OBJECTIVES AND METHODS 

OBJECTIVES 

Reduce the number of IMPACT and non-IMPACT 
crimes committed by the clients; and reduce the 
recidivism. rate of the clientele. 

Increase evaluations of inmates to identify those with 
a high rehabilitative potential. 

Increase classification of clients according to needs, 
and increase proper service planning for clients. 

e 

" 

G 

METHODS 

Establish improved rehabilitative supportive 
services within the Cleveland House of Correction. 

Establish an Ingress Unit as a central intake unit: 

- develop Central Records System to compile a 
patient profile on all new adm.is sions resulting 
in a gross screening for suitable project 
candidates; and 

- develop Pre-Adm.issions Screening for a more 
intensive evaluation of prospective project 
candidates. 

Establish an Egress Unit for further assessm.ent 
of needs of prospective clients: 

develop a Central Adm.issions Committee to 
determ.ine suitability of inmate for project 
adm.ission, and subsequently, to outline a 
tentati ve treatment plan; and 

- develop psychological testing program for inmates • 
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Table 1-t (I ontinued) 

OBJECTIVES 

Increase effective services provided by the Service 
Units: Drug Liaison Unit, Alcohol Unit, Educational 
Unit, Vocational Unit, and Work-Release Unit. 

Increase positive feelings of clients to promote 
behavioral change and sInooth the transition 
irom the institution to the community. 

o 

@ 

METHODS 

Refine Service Units through staff supplements to 
fully meet needs of clients: 

refine Drug Liaison and Alcohol Units which were 
developed to address the needs of drug and alcohol' 
abusing or addicted offenders; 

- refine Educational Unit which was developed to pro
vide achievement testing, class and individual in
struction in basic and remedial courses, GED pre
paration, art classes, and other courses related to 
vocational training, and to provide the means for 
clients to continue their education at a local high 
school or community college; 

- refine Vocational Unit which were developed to pro
vide vocational guidance counseling, on-the-job 
training, and job referrals for future placements, and 

- refine Work-Release Unit which was developed to pro
vide the means for offenders to continue previous em
ploynlent or commence new employment. 

Establish re-entry and counseling services: 

- develop a Pre-Release Unit to provide reassess
ment of initial service plan. as sistance in iden
tifying problem areas and in the development 
of realistic post-release plans. and when feasible, 
to make arrangements with community resources, 
particularly with the IMPACT Institutional Post
Release Aftercare Project, to meet the needs 
of clients and to as sist in the successful reinte
gration of clients into the community • 

develop counseling services which would be pro
vided both within and outside the Service Units. 
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OBJECTIVES 

Increase refinement of the project organizational 
structure. 

<5 

~} 

METHODS 

Improve organizational structure for project 
acti vitie s: 

- develop ongoing in- service training of existing 
personnel and orientational training for new 
personnel; and 

r , 

- hire new administrative personnel for positions 
of Project Director, Intake Coordinator, and 
Security and Training Officer to maintain 
higher level of staff capability. 
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period compounded the preceding difficulties in implementation and 

limited an intensive level of service in certain areas. 

Other administrative and supervisory problems occurred when another 

IMPACT project, the Institutional Post-Release Aftercare Project*, was 

physically moved to the Cleveland House of Correction. This project was 

to serve as the post-release counterpart to the CCU project. Inasmuch 

as the same individual functioned as Project Director for both projects, 

difficulties arose in separating the operations and staff of the two projects. 

The foregoing difficulties and deficiencies encountered. by the CCU project 

will be discussed to a greater extent in the following sections according 

to the affected project objectives. 

~'Both the CCU project and the Institutional Post-Release Aftercare Project 
were under the same implementing agenc y, the City 01 Cleveland Department 
of Health and Welfare. 
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SECTION II 

PERFORMANCE RESULTS 

2. 1 EVALUATION APPROACH 

In order to evaluate the CCU project, performance measures were estab

lished in accordance with the stated objectives in the grant application. 

These measures included effectiveness measures to assess the results 

of the project and corresponding efficiency measures to assess how we1l 

IMPACT resources were utilized. These measures quantitatively assess 

project perforn'lance results by means of established equations. Two types 

of data are required for the effectiveness and efficiency measures, expected 

and actual. Expected data are derived from quantitative objecti~es listed 

in the grant application or may be baseline data; whereas, actual data 

are procured from the project through data co1lection forms. 

Pursuant to the EVALUATION COMPONENT, referenced in Section I, all 

of the agencies currently implementing IMPACT Operating Programs and 

projects are requested to coIled data concerning the target populations 

they are serving, the types of services they are delivering, the quality 

of the services, the resources associated with delivery, and the results 

of the services in short, data permitting measurement of the effective-

ness and efficiency of each project. Much of the data which the IMPACT 

Planning and Evaluation staff intends to analyze is being collected by each pro

ject and recorded on a series of Data Collection Instruments (DCIs) specifically 
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designed for each project. The DCls in many instances contain data elements 

which relate to information about offender or client socio- economic back-

grounds, prior criminal histories, current legal status in the criminal 

justice system (if applicable), and client-specific operational data (such 

as the treatment modality of a drug abuser or the post-release status of 

a probationer). 

A client-specific DCI was developed to gather the required data elements 

from the project on a quarterly basis. The data elements recorded on 

the DCI must be aggregated in accordance with the planned evaluative 

usage. The DCls are formatted for keypunching onto SO-column batch 

cards requiring editing, sorting, and verification of data. The value of 

automation is that it provides eventual computerized storage and analysis 

of the data for final project evaluation. Due to the three-month interval 

between DCI data collection and the time required for data processing, 

a monthly Performance Status Report (PSR) was developed as a necessary 

supplement to the DCls. Therefore, the PSI>, was designed to facilitate 

data reduction and summarization on a,rnanual basis for interim project 

evaluation and for more frequent periodic management information' purposes. 

Examples of the DCI and PSR for this project are presented in Appendices 

A and B, respectively" 

Many difficulties were encountered by the CCU project in the proper docu-

mentation of project activities and services rendered to the clients. The 
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source of these difficulties might be attributed to various factors, including 

limited documentation prior to the installation of the Proj ect Director, 

personnel not performing in accordance with project functions, confusion 

between the two IMPACT projects operating at the House of Correction p :!: 

and the unfilled statistical clerk position. The outcome was inconsistent, 

incomplete, and inaccurate data recorded on both the DCIs and the PSRs. 

These deficiencies were rectified by the project in conjunction with the 

IMPACT Evaluation staff to the fullest possible extent. The following 

analysis will be primarily supported by the data gathered on the PSRs. 

2.2 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

The performance analysis will be based on the effectiveness and efficiency 

rneasures established. The effectiveness of objec.tives relating to serviced 

inmates or clients will be assessed in accordance with the percentage of 

inmates or clients achieving or not achieving the specified obj ective, 

depending on data availability. Although no comparative data are available 

to assess how much of the objective was attained, some reliable judgments 

can still be made about project performance by taking the factors which 

affect the results into consideration, such as the target popUlation. For 

the administrative objective, relevant absolute data will be presented for 

analysis. No judgments will be made about the project l s efficiency in 

attaining its stated objectives since the necessary comparative cost data 

are not available. A per capita cost figure based on the total project cost 

~::When the projectl s DCls were originally received, activity and client data 
from the Institutional Post-Release Aftercare Project were included in the 
submitted set. 
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for the first 12 months will be computed for each inmate- or client-related 

objective. Such a per capita cost figure will not reflect the precise cost 

per person since not all pro:ect funds were expended to achieve one 

objective. * However, it will reflect the relative cost of each inmate-

or client-related objective and will allow for ready comparisons when 

com.rnensurate cost data become available. Table 2-1 displays the 

relative effectiveness, absolute data, and cost figures as described above. 

The following text presents each objective with a subsequent discussion 

on the effectiveness performance results. The overall objectives or those 

specifically relating to the IMPACT goal of crime reduction are presented 

concurrently. 

Reduce the number of IMPACT and non-IMPACT crimes committed by 

clients; and reduce the recidivism rate of the clientele. No follow-up 

data are available with respect to the criminal activity of the clients upon 

relea se from the Hous e of Correction. Therefore, this objective cannot 

be assessed for this evaluation. However, client-specific information 

from the Dels may be utilized for a subsequent evaluation to determine 

the number of arrests and convictions expel'ienced by the project's clientele 

Increase evaluations of inmates to identify those with a high rehabilitative 

potential. The Ingress Unit or Central Intake Unit was responsible for 

initial evaluations of those entering the Cleveland House of Correction. 

During the funding year, only one of its two components becam,e operational 

:',:A ,detailed programmatic cost analysis associating actual expended costs 
with each project activity and function would determine a precise per capita 
cost and would ,require a highly sophisticated fiscal programmatic data base. 
Such a detailed mathematical analysis was not within the scope of this evalu-

., A 



TABLE 2-1 

RELATIVE 

==========O=B=J=E=C....:::T~I...:..V..:!:E:!.--.. ____ -=:::--_--II----=E:.;::F:...:F=--'E=C TIVENESS 5 COS T PER C L IEN1 ...... 

Number of Clients 12 Month Project 

Overall: 

1. Reduce the number of IMPACT and 
non-IMPACT crim.es committed by 
clients; and reduce the recidivism 
of the clientele. 

Pro j ~c;t-13p~ciJic_=__ 

2. Increase evaluations of inmates io 
identify those with a high rehabiH
tati ve potential. 

3. Increase classification of clients 
according to needs, and increase 
proper service planning for clients. 

4. Increase effective services provided 
by Service Units: 

Drug Liaison Unit, 
Alcohol Unit, 
Educational Unit, 
Vocational Unit, and 
Work-Release Unit. 

5. Increase positive feelings of clients 
to promote behavioral change, and 
incr~ase smooth transition from 
the institution to the community. 

6. Increase refinement of the project 
organizational structure. 

S e r ve d-=J, 7132 _ ____ ------"C:-:..o~s t::.::-----=$r...:2:..:3:..;7:....l,:....;9~8:..;7:...._ __ 

-- ._- --------- ---------------

Not Available Not Available 

--- - - -- ---------------

-- ---------------
98% served 
65% accepted 

100% classified 

49% served 

Not Available 

16 trallllllg sessions. 
1 new administra

tive per sonnel 

$89 
$134 

$134 

$270 

Not Available 

Not Applicable 
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due to personnel shortages. The Central Records SystCITl was to function 

as a gross screening activity prior to the ITlore intensive evaluations 

cOITlpiled by the Pre-AdITlissions Screening. The forITler cOITlponent was 

not iITlpleITlented since its staff po sitions reITlained open during the year; 

however, the latter becaITle operational in October when one staff position 

was filled. InasITluch as only three ITlonths of data exist for the Ingres s 

Unit and the Egress Unit was serving as the initial contact with the pro-

spective client during ITlost of the year, the analysis of this objective was 

based on the data froITl the Egress Unit. The Central AdITlissions COITlITlittee 

under the Egress Unit was subsequently perforITling initial evaluations and 

was the sole deterITlinant of the suitability of prospective clients for project 

adITlission. Of the 2, 742 individuals~:~ entering the House of Cort"ection, 

alm.ost all were served by this component of the Egress Unit; 1,782 inmates 

who were considered to have a high rehabilitative potential were subsequently 

accepted into the project as clients. 

Increase classification of clients according to needs, and increase proper 

service planning for clients.: All of the 1,782 persons adITlitted to the 

proj ect as clients were clas sified according to their needs by the Clas si-

fication Unit. This unit was developed as another cOITlponent of the Egres s 

Unit to work in conjunction with the Central AdITlissions COITlmittee. For 

880 clients, the service plan which was developed included refcrral to and 

':~This number not only includes those sentenced to the Cleveland House of 
Correction, but also those individuals who voluntcered to be admitted in 
order to receive certain institutional services such as those offender by 
the Alcohol Unit. All volunteers, totaling 229 persons during 1973, were 
admitted to CCU, Hereafter, the tcrm inmates will refer to both inmates 
and volunteers. 
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subsequent receipt of services from the Service Units. The balance of the 

clientele was referred to other services, such as CCU counseling activities 

and/or. institutional services. 

Increase effecth'e services provided by Service Units: Drug Liaison Unit, 

Alcohol Unit, Educational Unit, Vocational Unit, and Work-Release Unit. 

As stated above, 880 clients were served by the Service Units. A brief 

discussion on the activities of each unit follows. The first two units are 

presented concurrently because of their interrelationship. 

Drug Liaison and Alcohol Units. The project was to supplement the 

Drug Liaison and Alcohol Units with three additional staff positions. 

The Drug Liaison Unit was operating effectively under the Treatment 

Alternative to Sheet Crime (TASC) Program, locally known as the 

Cleveland IMPACT Drug Abuse Program, and did not demonstrate 

any need for additional personnel. In view of this and the difficulties 

encountered by CCU in hiring qualified staff, only the Alcohol Unit 

was supplemented with CCU project staff. However, both units ser-

ved CCU clients as specified in the grant application. Three hundred 

and thirty-four clients received services from Drug Liaison and Al

cohol Units: 94 were treated for drug abuse or addition and 240 were 

treated for alcohol abuse or addiction. A significant number of clients, 

an average of 54 of the 70 enrolled in these units each month, had satis

factory expe ricnces. 
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Educational Unit. The Educational Unit served 140 clients during the 

r- • year. Achievement tests were completed on all clients and all clients 

I 
received class instruction. About half the clients also received individual 

instructions in basic and remedial educational courses. In addition, 

eleven clients in this unit were involved in the educational-release program 

which allows the inmate to leave the House of Correction facility for the 

purpose of receiving instructions at the local high school or community 

college. 

Vocational Unit. The Vocational Unit operated as a component of the 

Work-Release Unit and rendered services to almost half or 182 of the 

clients enrolled in the latter unit. The principal functions of the Vocational 

Unit were to provide vocational guidance counseling and on-the.ljob training. 

From the PSR data, it is impossible to determine the precise number of 

clients involved in these services. However, at least 126 and possibly 

all of the clients enrolled in this unit received guidance counseling, and 

at least 114 were provided on-the-job training. 

Work-Release Unit. Twenty-three percent of the total project clientele 

or 406 inmates were served by the Work-Release Unit. This unit was 

primarily developed to allow the inmate to leave the facility to continue 

in his /her existing employment or in the employment obtained through 

the efforts of the unit. An average of one job referral was made per client 

needing employment placement each month. A considerable number of 

this unit's clientele, an average of 49 of the 60 enrolled in this unit each 

month, were employed. The remaining clients were receiving on-the-job 
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training or guidance counseling under the Vocational Unit. 

The preceding activity data concerning the Service Units are indicative 

of an intensive level of services rendered to the CCU clients. 

Increase positive feelings of clients to promote behavioral change, and 

increase smooth transitions from the institution to the community. To 

properly analyze this objective, qualit3.tive reports on clients' per sonal 

feelings and on the facility of their reintegration would be needed; however, 

these reports are not available. Inasmuch as this objective was to be 

accomplished principally through counseling and the Pre-Release Unit, 

the amount of services provided to the clientele are presented for analysis. 

Personal Counseling. Personal counseling was provided on an individual 

and group basis. From the PSR data, it is impossible to precisely deter

mine how many of the total clients received counseling due to data over

lap. However, on a monthly b~sis, the PSR data indicate that approxi

mately 133 of the average 170 clients enrolled in the project received 

individual counseling and 96 clients were involved in group counseling. 

Of those clients who were rendered individual counseling, each was pro

vided an average of four sessions lasting a total of almost 10 hours per 

month. The group counseling data indicate that each month, approximately 

every two clients rendered this service were provided with three sessions 

lasting almost five hours. The preceding data reflect an intensive level 

of effort by the project in personal counseling services. 

Pre-Release Unit. The Pre-Release Unit's primary function was to assist 

.. . 
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the client in a successful reintegration into the community, and a principal 

activity was to make referral arrangements with other community resources 

to continue needed services upon release. Four hundred clients who exited 

the CCU project were referred to another IMPACT project or community 

agency; and, 95 percent of these clients were referred to the post-release 

counterpart of CCU, the Institutional Post-Release Aftercare Project. 

" 
The status of clients who exited the project may be considered indicative 

1 

of the project! s effects on the client, including positive psychological and 

behavioral changes, and thus, should be taken into account in this discus-

sion. Of the 1,675 clients who exited the project, 1,207 or 72 percent 

showed positive results, that is, a satisfactory completion of project activ-

ities or a referral to another community resource. This percentage repre-

sents a high success rate in project services. 

, . 
Increase refinement of the project organizational structure. This objective 

was to be accomplished through ongoing training ses sions and the installation 

of new administrative personnel. In- service and orientational training 

was not an ongoing process during the year. A total of 33 staff members 

received 16 sessions of training with each session lasting an average of 

one hour. Only one of the three proposed new administrative personnel 

was hired, the Project Director. The other two positions, Intake Coor-

dinator and Security and Training Officer, remained open. Inasmuch as 

the Security and Training Officer was principally to function as the director 

of training, the lack of ongoing training might be attributed to this unfilled 
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position. The success in filling only one of the three positions is indica-

tive of the overall personnel shortage experienced by the project. 

Besides the foregoing explicitly stated project objectives, there is an 

implicit, fundamental objective underlying all other objectives for all 

projects, namely, to serve the defined target population. The project 

was to serve 1,500 inmates during a six-month period or 3, 000 during 

one year, based on the 1971 population of the Cleveland House or Correc-

tion. ):~ This number reflects that 54 percent of the institution's total 

population was anticipated to have a suitable rehabilitative potential to 

be admitted into the project. Although CCU served only 1, 782 clients 

during the year, this number represents 65 percent of the 1973 popula-

tion of the House of Correction, or an increase in client intake bf 11 

percent. This W;;lS a significant increase for the project considering 

its difficulties in the full ilnplementation of its activities. The project's 

population was to consist of first and multiple IMPACT and non-IMPACT 

offenders. Two hnnc1red and four IMPACT offenders were served as 

clients; the remaining clientele consisted of non-IMPACT offenders and 

the small tlUmber of volunteers previously mentioned. It should be noted 

that all IMPACT offenders entering the Cleveland House of Correction 

were admitted into the project as clients. Over half or 773 of the offender 

population \vere multiple offenders when enrolled into the project. 

In summary, the project showed significant results for the objectives 

relating to the services which the project was to provide for the clientele. 

'::The nLunber of persons entering the House of Correction in 1971 was re
ported by the CCU project to be 5,222. 
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The data indicate an intensive level of services for those enrolled in the 

Service Units and counseling activities and do not reflect any significant 

deficiencies as a result of th~ personnel shortage. The next section will 

conclude this evaluation by addressing the preceding performance results 

in terITlS of the PMS and MBO approaches. 
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SECTION III 

CONCLUSION 

A causal1inkage between CCU activities and crime reduction was postulated 

by the project's principal hypothesis. Under the PMS approach for evaluation, 

this causal linkage would need to be confirmed. The establishment of such 

a causal1inkage is not feasible for the reasons specified in Section 1. First, 

[' 
Ii it would require a highly sophisticated, client- specific data collection effort 

to determine the extent of contamination by outside influences. Second, 

baseline data from a control group composed of the same target population 

as CCU would be necessary to detern'line whether the project had an effect, 

if at all, on the target population. 

By employing the MBO approach, the project can be silnply evaluated by 

as'king, "Did CCU achieve its project objectives?" Although no co:npara-

tive data arc available to rigorously answer this question, the project 

did show satisfactory results for the individual objectivE\s which were 

susceptible to analysis. More significantly, the main objective of improving, 

the rehabilitative capabilities of the House of Correction was attained. 

Initial evaluations were completed by the Central Admissions Committee 

for 2,742 individuals; 1,782 were subsequently accepted into the project 

for direct service delivery, including classification and the development 

of service plans. As a result of classification and service planning, 880 
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clients were referred to and were rendered an intensive level of services 

by the Service Units. The remaining clients were referred to other treat-

I· 
ment modalities within the s~ope of the project and/or institution. Referral 

arrangements for the continuation of supportive services after release 

" were made for 400 clients who exited from the project with almost all 
I. 

being referred to the IMPACT Institutional Post-Release Aftercare Project. 

An additional 807 clients satisfactorily completed their project enrollment. 

The reintegration of the offender into the community is a major area 

of need to be addressed by the Cleveland IMPACT Cities Program. CCU 

delivered services to 1,782 inmates who otherwise would not have received 

an adequate level of needed rehabilitative supportive services. In addition, 

the project demonstrated positive results in achieving its objectives despite 

r' the difficulties it experienced with respect to per sonnel and administration. , 

For the abo\re-.rnentioned reasons, the CCU project merits continued IMPACT 

funding support, albeit under a certain condition which would facilitate 

future project operations and subsequently improve performance results. 

It is recommended that the CCU project be restructured to inco!'porate the 

functions and activities of its po st-release counterpart, the Institutional 

Post-Release Aftercare Project. The same implementing agency and 

Project Director served both projects. Thus, the confusion caused by 

separating the two project staffs, activities, and clients would be elimi-

nated, allowing the administrative staff to attend to the more immediate 
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probleITls of staff, the overall supervision of project operations, and 

insuring the installation of qualified individuals in open staff positions. 

COITlbining the two projects would also eliminate duplication of services, 

and subsequently, would allow for redefining the work organizational 

structure so project staff might be placed in the area of grea test need. 

Finally~ this restructuring would benefit the clientele under both projects 

by allowing a more intensive level of services through coordination; and 

thus, ITlore substantial positive results could be achieved. 
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SEC TION III -A 

I • 

PROJECT DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENT 

COMPREHENSIVE CORRECTIONS UNIT 

L • CLIENT DATA 

Client ' s Name: 
--------------~-----------------------------------Last First MiJ.dle 

3A-l Project Sequence I C I C I ( 1-7) 

Card Nu:mber O[IyJ 0 16 ( 8-11) 

-2 Client ' s Date of Birth ! Month 

Day 

Year (12-17) 
,. 

," ..-

3A-~ Project Entry Date Month 

I I Day 

[ Year (18-23) 

3A-4 Project Exit Date L.....-_..-I, Month 

Ll".-J Day 

I.--~~-l Year (24-29) 

3A-5 Rcpor}hg Period Ending Month 

Day 



3A-6 Length of Reporting Period 
(in Calendar Days): 

3A-7 Number of Scheduled or 
Regular Contacts with 
Client During this Reporting 
Period 

3A-8 Number of Unscheduled, 
Informal, or Spontaneous 
Contacts with Client During 
this Period 

-9 Services Rendered to/for 
this Client During this 
Reporting Period: 

Individual Counseling 

Group Sessions 

Alcohol/Drug 
Counseling 

Vocational/Educational 

Other (specify) : __ _ 

Number of 
Contacts 

[-.~~ 

(right justify) 

Total Hours 

slent 
I I 

I I 1 
) 

(36-38) 

(39 -40) 

(41-42) 

(43-47) 

( 48-52) 

(53-57) 

(58-62) 

(63-67) 
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3A-ll 

Number of Referrals of this 
Client During this Period to: 

Other IMPACT Agencies 

Other Cornrnunity Agencies 

Client Status at the Conclusion 
of this Reporting Period 

1- YES 2 - NO 

Rearrested 

EInployed 

Involved in Vocational 
Training 

,-

Probation or Parole 
Violation, or Revocation 

Institutionalized 

Other (specify): 

(68-69) 

(70-71) 

0 (72) 

D' (73) 

D (74) 

D (75) 

0 (76) 

--

D (77) 
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SECTION III-B 

PROJECT DATA COLLECTION INSTRUlvlENT 

COMPREHENSIVE CORREC TIONS UNIT 

'WORKER DATA 

Worker's Na:rne: 
----------------~-------------------------Last 

Project Sequence 

Card Nu:rnber 

Worker' 5 Status 

1 - Professional 
2 - Paraprofes sional 

,. 

,. 

Reporting Period Ending 

Length of Reporting Period 
(In Calendar Days): 

First Middle 

OODDO 
[QJ[QJ[QJW 

0 

0 D Month 

0 D Day 

0 0 Year 

DOD 
(right justify) 

( 1-7) 

(8-11) 

( 12) 

(20-25) 

(26 -28) 
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3B-5 

3B-6 

Activities Performed During 
thi'" Reporting Period to all 
ClibE'\ts 

Number of 
Contacts 

Individuc: 1/ Group 

0 0 Counseling 

Profile Develop.ment D 0 

Alcohol/Drug 

D 0 Counseling 

Vocational/Educational 
Counseling D 0 

Intake 
Orientation/ 
Evaluation Activities 0 0 

r' 

,--
No. of Plans 

Post-Release Plan Written 
Development 0 0 

Other (specify) 0 0 

Number of Referrals Made 
During this Reporting Period 

Total Hours 
Spent 

0 DO (29-33) 

0 D D (34-38) 

0 D 0 (39-43) 

D D D ( 44-48) 

D 0 0 (49-53) 

0 D 0 (54-58) 

0 0 0 (59-63) 
>, 

DO (64- 65) 
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3B-7 

3B-8 _ 

3B-9 . 

.. 

Number of Clients Handled 
During this Reportmg Period 

Total Number of Rehabilitation 
Predictions this Reporting 
Period 

Total Number of Incorrect 
Rehabilitation Predictions 
During this Reporting Period 

DDD (66-68) 

DDD (69-71) 

.. 0 CJ (72-73) 
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CLEVELAND IMPACT 

PERFORMANCE STATUS REPORT 

Project: Comprehensive Corrections Unit Reporting Period (Month): ---
A. Client Intake Information 

1) Central Records System activity during this period. 
IMPACT Crime Other Felony Misdemeanor 

Number served 

2) Pre-admissions screening activity during this period. 
H1PACT Crime Other Felony Misdemeanor 

Number referred 
Number served 

3) Central Admissions Committee activity during this period. 
IMPACT Crime 

First App./Prior App. 
Number referred __ / __ _ 
Number served __ / __ _ 
Number accepted (new) __ / __ _ 
Number accepted 

(returned) N.A./ __ 

Other Felony 
First/Prior 

-----=/_-
-_/_--
-_/_--

N.A./ __ _ 

Misdemeanor 
First/Prior 
-_/_-
-_/_-
-_/_-

N.A./ --

4) Classification Unit activity during this period. 

Number referred to: Drug Liaison Unit 
Educational Unit 
Vocational Unit 
Work-Release Unit 

Offender Other 

5) Criminal status of IInewli clients* admitted during this period. 
One Conviction: , Multiple Convictions:** 

IMPACT Crime IMPACT Crime (at least one) 

Other 

Other 

Other 

I. Other Felony Misdemeanor (only) ---
Misdemeanor Other Felony (all other) __ _ 

6) Number of IInew" clients admitted this period from: 
'Common Pleas Court Municipal Court -- , Other __ 

7) Number of clients enrolled at end of period: 
l. 8} Legal status of clients at end of period: 

Sentence/Probation Sentence Probation Other __ 
9) Number of "returned" clients admitted this period vlith a new conviction of: 

I~lPACT Crime -- Other Felony __ Misdemeanor --

*Those who are accepted and admitted into project. 
**These are mutually exclusive categories; do not double-count. 
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10) Number of clients who exited this project during this period. 
Offender Other 

Satisfactory Completion 
Dropped Out 
Violation of Rules 
Other Unsatisfactory Performance 
Continuation in Institutional Post-Release 
Referred to Another IMPACT Project 
Referred to Community Agency/Project 
Other (specify) _________ _ 

B. Horker Information 

1) Number of project staff at end of period: 
Full-Time 

C. 

Central Records System 
Pre-admissions Screening 
Central Admissions Committee 
Classification Unit 
Activity Units 
Other Project Staff Members 
Total Project Staff 

2} Number of new project staff during this period: 

3) period: In-service training of staff during this 
Total number of staff in training __ 
Number of new staff in training --
Number of hours --
Number of sessions --

Fiscal Information 
1) Project funds expended 

LEAA Funds 
during this period: 

In-Kind Funds --
D. Activity Information 

1) Counseling activities during this period: 

Total Funds 

Part-Time 

--

I No. of clients No. of staff No. of sessions No. of hours 
Drug Liaison Unit 

Drug-Individual 
Drug-Group 
Alcohol-Individual 
Alcohol-Group 

Educational Unit 
Individual 
G}'OUP 

Vocational Unit 
Individual 
Group 

Hork-Release Unit 
. Individual 

Group 
Overall 
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2) qrug Liaison Unit acitivity during this period. 

Numbe.r of clients: mPACT Cdme 

Number of staff 

Other Felony 
Nisdemeanor 
Other 

Number of offender clients with satis
factrJry exneri ence 

Number of offender clients with unsatis
factory experience 

Number of other cl i ents \'lith sati sfactory 

Drug 

N.A. 

experience N.A. 
Number of other cl i ents ,.Ji th unsati sfactory 

experience N.A. 
t ' Number of offender clients referred to CDAP 
I • Number of other clients referred to CDAP N.A. 

3) Educational Unit activities during this period. 
Number of clients participating who were: 

Referred by Hork-Release Program ---f • I Referred by Alcohol & Drug Program __ _ 
L. Other ----
r~ Total number of staff in this Unit 
i ---

Alcohol 

No. of clients No. of staff No. of sessions No. of hours 

I' 

, . 

Achievement Testing 
Class Instructions*** 

Individual Instructions*** ----
GED Preparation 
Art Classes 
Vocational Training Courses 
Educational Release (High 

School) 
Education Release (Con~unity 

Coll ege) 

Number of visits made by Educational Release Counselor to high school and 
com:nunity college ____ _ 

4) Vocational Unit activities during this period. 
No. of clients No. of staff No. of sessions No. of hours 

Vocational Guidance 
On-the-job Training 
Job Refel'ra 1 s 

Number of staff in Vocational Unit 
5) Work-Release activities during this period. 

Number of clients needing employment --
Number of job referrals made ---
Number of clients employed ___ . 
Number of clients in this activity . ___ _ 
Number of staff f1l'ovidinrJ services for this activity ___ _ 

:t .. J-... "M .. -,-.----.... ~- _.--' .. -_____ _ _ __ 
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E. Client Status Information 

11 Number of clients who obtained employment during this period: 
Offenders Others --

2) Number of clients who are employed at end of reporting period: 
Experience Offenders Others 

Satisfactory 
Unsatisfactory 

3) Number of clients who lost jobs during this period: 

Satisfactory Hork Experience 
Unsatisfactory Hork Experience 

Offenders Others 

4) Number of clients enrolled in an educational facility at end of period: 
Experience Offenders Others 

Satisfactory 
Unsatisfactory 

5] Number of clients who became enrolled in an education~ facility during this 
period: 

Offenders Others --
6} NUmber of clients who left an educational facility duri.ng this period: 

Experience Offenders Others 
Satisfactory 
Unsatisfactory 

,,--

71 NumBer of clients in Drug Liaison Unit at end of reporting period. 
Drug Alcohol: Offenders Others --

8) Number of clients in Educational Unit at end of reporting period: 
9) Number of clients in Vocational Unit at end of reportiFg period: --

10) Number of clients in Work-Release at end of reporting reriod: --
11) Number of clients who became re-arrested during this period for: 

IMPACT Crime Other Felony Misdemeanor --

,'. 

PROJECT: 

H1PACT: 
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